
Photos this page: OLA Kitchen is an inviting kitchen, with bold, exciting and innovative forms. It has been in production 

since 1981 and has never lost its modern appeal.



Kitchen Krap 

The kitchen is a gadget heaven, and even if you are not about to re-model it any time soon, there are a couple of items that caught our eye, and they 
could probably bring any kitchen right up to date.

From top left to bottom right:   Built-in Coffee System by Miele not only removes clutter from your counter-top but it also grinds the beans and steams and froths the 

milk.      The Chin Family Egg & Spoon Holder by Alessi gives your kichen some cuteness.      The Boffi Mini Kitchen Boffi has reintroduced Joe Columbo’s original 

Carrellone mini-kitchen from 1964 in Corian®. This souped-up kitchen island features a two burner stove, a refrigerator, a can opener, storage, and a chopping board – everything 

except the kitchen sink. And it works on one electrical plug.     Articulating Kitchen Faucet from Kohler is crafted from stainless steel and light carbon, this new dynamic 

faucet will hold any pose for you.    The LG HDTV Refrigerator LSC27991 besides chilling your food this refrigerator has an LCD TV, a DVD hook-up, a radio, a slideshow option 

(to display your favourite photos), a five-day weather forecast, and 100 built-in recipes.     Crevasse Rinsing Sink by Kohler has a one touch actuator that runs the water and 

garbage disposal at the same time.     The New Corian® Illumination Series introduces five new translucent colours for your kitchen designs.     The Salamander broiler 

which is now an option in Miele’s Combi-sets is often used by professional chefs to melt cheese or caramelize sugar perfectly.      Miele’s Combi-sets which allows you to 

customize your cook-top surface beyond the standard gas or electric hob with choices like an induction wok, barbeque grill, fryer, scales, and a Tepan Yaki.


